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Senate Approves Dorm Balloting Plan
'Feedback' Meeting Wednesday;
New Amendment Passed Illegally
by Jeff Bahrenburg

The Senate finally resolved its
restructuring dilemma and then'
discredited itself once again by
passing an illegal constitutional
amendment Sunday night.
The Senate approved a constitutional amendment, introduced
one week earlier, for dormitory
representation and then granted
^separate representation to black
students in a second amendment
introduced for the first time at
the Sunday meeting.
In effect, the senate amended
its constitution without the re-

quired one week's notice. The
illegal second amendment, or the
"amendment of the amendment,"
did not receive the two thirds vote
required for constitutional amendments.
The representation amendment
calls for 26 senators elected from
dormitory constituencies and three
at-large senators from each class.
Candidates do not have to live
with their constituencies.
An amendment establishing a
seven-member executive council
to execute and administer Senate

Vietnam Moratorium
Gains Broad Support
The "Vietnam moratorium" has
gained significant support from
liberal and moderate forces on
• Capitol Hill and is threatening the
Nixon Administration with a broadbased nationwide day of protest
against the war.
While the President asked for
tolerance and continued support in

his press conference Friday an
increasing number of congressmen
from both parties, who in the past
felt inclined to give Mr. Nixon
more time, expressed growing disaffection with his policy of limited
withdrawal.
In a secret caucus last week,
top Democrats agreed to support
the October 15 student protest by
7%T0m m% C » • Y¥9 T W ,£)'}*considering plans to shut down the
Senate on the moratorium day by
preventing a quorum.
According to an article in Saturday's New York Times by James
W. Finney, the small group of
Senators and Representatives began drafting resolutions that are
expected to call for the systemA summer studies program in atic withdrawal of American
Rome will be offered by the Col- troops and an end to the war.
lege beginning In June 1970.
Dissension within the Republican
Six-week courses in archeology, party was marked Friday as Senaclassical civilization, comparative tor Charles E. Goodell of New
literature, fine arts, history, York proposed legislation setting
music, religion, and sociology will the deadline for the withdrawal
be available under a proposal tent- of all American troops from Vietatively approved by the Faculty nam by the end of 1970. The bill
Curriculum Committee on Sept. 5. PROVIDES FOR NO APPROPRIAThe program will cost $950. TED FUNDS TO maintain United
This includes round trip air-fare States military personnel in Vietbetween Bradley Field and Rome, nam after that date. It received
room and board, tuition for two praise from Senator J. William
courses, insurance and ex- Fulbright (D-ARK.), head of the
Senate Foreign Relations Comcursions.
Faculty for the summer campus mittee, who said he hoped the
will be drawn from the College proposal could be heard by his
;
panel.
and other area institutions.
Dr. George B. Cooper, chairAmong those attending the meetman of the department of history, ing called by Democratic National
Mitchell N. Pappas, director of Chairman Fred R. Harris were
the arts center and the Rev. Dr. such notables as Senator EdAlan C. Tull, associate professor ward M. Kennedy, George S. Mcof religion, will teach this June. Govern, and Edmund S. Muskie.
The program was designed by \ • The Democratic caucus plans to
Dr. Michael R. Campo, head of introduce its resolutions on Octhe comparative literature pro- tober 8 in both the House and
gram, Pappas and Dr. C. Free- the Senate.
, man Sleeper, associate dean for
Finney said that the Goodell and •
academic affairs.
, Democratic resolution may provide student dissidents a "rallying point", opening up the way for
Town-Gown Forum
a nationwide protest.
The Democrats' objective was
Dr. George Higgins, college
attempt to broaden support for the
counselor, will examine "The
moratorium to include diverse
Psychology of the Contemporary
sectors of society, Finney said.
Student" at 1:30 this afternoon
At his press conference Prein the Goodwin Theatre of the
sident Nixon denied that the moraAustin Arts Center. The talk is
torium would have any effect on
the first in a series of five
his views: "Now I understand that
Town-Gown Forums entitled "A
there
has been and continues to
Decade of Chaos."
(Continued on Page 7)

Study Plan
Developed

decisions was adopted two weeks
ago.
At-large class elections and the
Executive Council elections will
be held Thursday, Oct. 23 and the
constituency elections Friday,
Oct. 31, the senate decided Sunday.
In approving black representation, the senate gave formal recognition to the TCR's request for
a black dormitory on campus. The
sense of the second amendment was
to insure two black representatives
until the black dormitory was established.
• The amendment gave black students a choice of voting for regular
dormitory representatives or
black house representatives.
Some senators argued that two
representatives for 50 black students was "over-representation."
The dormitory apportionment was
made on a basis of one senator
per 45-50 students.
Robert Watts '72, who introduced
the proposal, said that one representative would amount to "tokenism."
There were no dissenting votes
with the presence of blacks at the
meeting. Seven senators abstained.
Associate Dean for Community
Life Marc S. Sallsch warned the
Senate of complications involved
in establishing a black dormitory.
" The College may not legally have
a facility designated as a black
dormitory," he said, citing cases
where the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare had brought
suit against colleges taking such
action.
Senator Steven H. Keeney '71
said that granting special repre-.
sentation to blacks pointed to the
larger issue of conflict in representation of special interest groups
inherent in dorm constituencies.
He proposed a motion that women
be represented in the same manner
as the blacks.
Gerard W. Bartlett '70 disagreed. "Black students are a
(Continued on Page 3)

Senator Robert Watts 7 2 proposed a constitutional amendment calling
for two black representatives to the Senate at its Sunday evening
meeting. The motion was passed 13-0-7, but according to its constitution the Senate must wait one week before the final vote on a constitutional amendment:

New Group Sponsors
Duffey-Buckley Talk
ADA Chairman Joseph D. Duffey
and journalist-debator William F.
Buckley, Jr." will share the podium in the Ferris Auditorium on
October 23. Their appearances will
be sponsored by Jeremiah - Milbank '70 and Ryan - Kuhn '70,
of the Matrix Fund, a new organization on campus for raising
money to be channelled into cultural events. A one dollar admission charge will pay Duffey's
and Buckley's fees. "A capacity
audience of about 3,000 is expected, and we're hoping for a large
turn out of Trinity students," Milbank said.
Duffey, a faculty member of the
Hartford Seminary Foundation,
was manager of the Eugene McCarthy campaign in Connecticut
in 1968. This summer he succeeded

Yeager, Mason May Seek
Executive Council Posts
Charles J. Yeager '72 said in
an interview Thursday that if he
runs for any office in the upcoming Senate elections, it will be
for president of the Executive
Council.
Stuart W. Mason '71 disclosed
that if he decided to run, he would
campaign for the vice presidency
of the Executive Council on a ticket
with Yeager and Richard H. Schaefer '71.
William H. Reynolds , '71 and
Jeffry C. Green '70, both rumored
to be possible candidates for the
presidency of the Senate, have said
that they will not run.
The Executive Council, which'
will consist of seven members, was
proposed three weeks ago: to effect
decisions of the Senate and to maintain communication between students and the administration and
faculty.

. " • • • •

The , president of the council,

who will also be.the president of the
student body, the vice president,
and the Treasurer will be elected
on a ticket and at large to one
year terms.
Yeager held that the Executive
Council would be a valuablestruc- .
ture to executive Senate decisions.
"Now someone is there to see
legislation realized," he said.
Mason, who has not decided if
he will run, claimed that the restructuring " should relieve some
of the responsibility that overburdened last year's Senate President." According to Mason, impersonality is currently the biggest
problem at Trinity.
He said the Yeager-MasonSchaefer ticket, if formed, "would
try to bring more warmth on campus." Senators become frustrated
too quickly because of apathy in
the student body, Mason asserted.

economist-scholar John Kenneth
Galbraith as national chairman of
the Americans for Democratic Action.
Wednesday Duffey announced his
candidacy for Senator Thomas J.
Dodd's seat in the 1970 elections.
Buckley has long been known
for his conservative viewpoir' -,
In 1964, he ran for mayor of New
York on a Conservative ticket. Ila
is presently editor-in-chief of NATIONAL REVIEW MAGAZINE, and
has written numerous books.
Among themareGODANDMENAT
YALE, UP FROM LIBERALISM,
and more recently the JEWELER'S
EYE.
The Buckley-Duffey confrontation will not be a debate, Kuhn said.
There will be opening statements
and rebuttals, but no resolution
will be formed, he explained, A
faculty member will moderate the
discussion. Kuhn & Milbank hope
the meeting will be televised in
the Hartford area. If Buckley's
television managers agree, before
the discussion, Buckley and Duffey
will have dinner at PSI UPSILON
with fraternity members and se- .
veral faculty.
The Matrix Fund which is sponsoring the meeting is designed to
raise money from foundations and
segments of the population from
which the college would not otherwise SOLICIT, and to establish
a self-perpetuating investment
fund, with an aspired capital of
about $20,000, controlled by students with the guidance of a faculty adyiser.
Kuhn said the Matrix Fund sought
to "channel money made in investments into cultural activities on
campus."
This will be a student organization with fiscal power of its
own," he noted. Eventually the
dent organization under THE REQUIREMENTS SET BY THE
SENATE, its founders hope. They .
(Continued on Page 7)
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Flicker Films Arise With Scorpio
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by Ted Kroll

Tonight at 8:30 and again at
10:30 a bright, new world on film
will be revealed to the Trinity
community. Instead of the artificial sets and acting and lighting
rhythms of most big studio productions, the films to be shown
tonight are made with a love for
the natural light of the sun, for
the natural rhythms of people and
nature, for life.
Certainly Hollywood has produced many film masterpieces
overflowing with artistic power and
integrity (choose any Renoir, Ford
or Hitchcock), but by its nature
Hollywood has to make dims by a
tightly closed system run under
the motto of "it's good if it sells."
As a reaction to this style of cinema there arose during the fifties
in the United States a group of
MOON DOG, blind musician whose Columbia Masterworks album has film makers who knew they wanted
to create in film to express their
just been released among widespread acclaim.
personal emotions and ideas with-

Frumunda

Album Time Is Again Upon Us
by D.J. Reilert

The long awaited Frumunda Album Review Trip is here again,
fans, with more biased opinions
on new and not so new releases.
Although one Mr. C. from a certain village's voice lias made off
with our exclusive rating system,
we bring It back with renewed
autumnal vigor and a clearer than
ever grading system.
A happens about eight times a
year, A minus is exceptional, but
missing something. The B's are
good, B minus will go for a good
cover album or a rough but for
some vague reason important issue. Don't buy an album rated below there, unless you have a taste
for the bizarre (we'll let you know
when that can be sated), putrid or
mediocre, C's are for run-of-the
millers, with C minus getting into
Awful Country (a mediocre alburn
that's worse). An album really has
to deserve an F to get one. Even
'Tricycle', the worst album that
came In last year, got some sort
oiaD.
I like country rock, Memphis
and Muscle Shoals, Nice Rock and
understatement. Also a sense for
the blatant for its own sake when
It Is offensive andbofflesome. And
gospel and spooklness. Coolness
for its own sake and tongue-inoheekness that gets caught In throat
arc downs. With that, it is time to
begin:
JOSHUA FOX(Tetragrammaton,
T-125) This four-man group makes
use of just about everything that's
become popular in rock during the
past two years -- country, blues,
etc., fusing songs of different
styles into single pieces, something they do well; It gets annoying
after awhile (you'd like to hear a
one-piece song). But consistent and
played well. (B minus).
RARE STAMPS (Johnny Taylor,
Stax STS-2012) 'Who's Making
Love' Is here, but the album as a
whole is average to weak (C)' but
Taylor's 'The Johnny Taylor Philosophy Continues1 (STS 2033) is
real tight, real nice with good,
clean recordings, He does 'Testify', 'It's Vour Thing' and 'Games
People Play', but the cream lies
among the other seven tracks.
RUNNING IN THE SUMMER
NIGHT (Mecki Mark Men, Limelight LS 86006) Presumably a top
Scandinavian group, this album is
boring. Sounds like a Jimi Hendrix
lead and vocal- with a Germanic
accent on front of a wall of Iron

out compromising on a commercial market. So they made their
films by starving themselves, and
kept alive by showing them to each
other. Due to the strong and prodigious spirit of this original group,
their number began to grow until
they formed a significant movement in the world cinema. Originally called the "underdog"
because of the basement showings
of their films, they finally became
so big and diversified that they
banded under the more dignified
name of the New American Cinema
(NAC).
Flicker Films was founded by
students at Trinity who feel closely
allied to the NAC both in thler attitudes toward living and film making. Because for a year now, the
NAC has been absent from the
cinema screens here, Flicker
Films decided to start an independent film series to show "other"
films on campus, meaning primarily the NAC, Tonight In McCook (or In Krleble, hopefully)
the first program in the series
will be presented with the following, excellent films:
EEL CREED (1908) - tho last
released film by David Brooks, a
great film lyricist of the NAC who
died this year in an auto crash.
Plotwise, It is simply a film of a
couple of boys fishing one evening.
But the beauty of the color and
camera work make this film a lyric
cine-poem filled with the Intense
but simple joys of fishing.
REPORT FROM MILLBROOK
(19G6) - A part of the ever-continuing film diaries of Jonas Mekas,
the saint of the NAC. One day he
went up with his camera to the tremendous mansion of Tim Leary at
MUlbrook, New York. The movie
shows what he saw there -- tho
animals, trees, flowers, children
and the house Itself, While not
specifically about drugs, It is a
mystical report of Mekas'Impressions ol an unique house and situation. The sound track Is an Interview with the cop who busted
MUlbrook a few weeks alter this
film was shot,
WHERE DID OUR LOVE GO?
(June, I960) - WarrenSonbort, the
maker of this film, lives lit New
York City and loves to go to the
movies. That Is what this film is
about -- people and movies. Direct
quotes from Hitchcock's NORTH

Butterfly noise. After the third
The fourth album Is but a shadow
track, everything begins sounding of the second and a ghost of the
the same. (C for trying).
great first. Done in Nashville
THE STOOGES (Elektra, EKS again, it is consistently weak, in
74051) Is really an awful album, slow, country and rock cuts. (C for
but It's produced by John Gale (of old times' sake.)
Velvet Underground fame), and It
consequently becomes heavy,
WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM
belligerent and zooms up the
grading scale for its sheer auda- MY FRIENDS (Steve Cropper, Volt
city, Chrlstgau calls It "stupid VOS 6006) Cropper led, arranged
rock"; songs like 'I Wanna Be Your and produced this Instrumental IsDog' make him a genius. (C plus). sue, helped out by a number of
Memphis studio folk. Tracks are
MY LABORS (Nick Gravenltes, covers of ones predominatelydone
Columbls CS 9899) The Flag's at Stax-Atlantic, He plays his usual
former singer leads a bunch of precise lead; one might say that
friends, one side at the Flllmore this work is too ordered. But It's
West, the other In the studio. On fine to listen to. Rates a B minus.
hand are Bloomfleld (for a change)
and Naftalln, The material Is mediTHE FLOCK (ColumbisCS 9911)
ocre, and delivery Just fair, In an is a very good album. This sevenunconvincing way now that the big, man group makes good use of Jerry
tight Flapc isn't behind him. (Cplus) Goodman's violin, which stands out
all over. Arrangements are fine,
YOU NEVER KNOW WHO YOUR as Is the stuff. The Kinks' 'Tired
FRIENDS ARE (AlKooper, Colum- of Waiting' is here. Dig 'Truth'
bia CS 9856) Overproduced, over- with parallel violin and guitar, and
arranged, trite, poorly sung, some Fred Glickstein's good vocal.
ridiculous lyrics, redeemed by Flock's been getting up notices at
only a decent backup staff. The their late shows. Good, CTA -style
word is still that BlgAl is about the horns. (B plus).
best backup rock keyboard player,
but man, he Is murder on leading.
BOY MEETS GIRL (William
This cat is dangerous In a studio. Bell, Eddie Floyd, CleothaStaples,
(C minus).
Mavis Staples, Pervls Staples,
Johnnie Taylor, Carla Thomas;
WHAT THAT ISI (Screamln' Jay Stax STS 2-2024) Wow. Beautiful
Hawkins, Philips PHS G00-319) two-record set of best of Memphis,
Producer Milan Melvln dug Jay out Twenty-two tracks recorded In
of a corner coffin in Chicago, and Memphis, Detroit and Muscle
here is the resulti a worthy time Shoals. Goodest on all fronts. If
machiner, dedicated to President you buy one Stax album this year,
Nixon, "whose efforts to recapture get this one.
the era of the early 50's do not go
MOONDOG (Columbia MS 7335)
unnoticed," this gets Moldy Goldy
B, But it Is, in all honesty, remi- is a blind, legendary musician who
niscent oftherecordlng-studio-In- learned several instruments and
a-closet clays. But it's droll and composes scores in braille, plotharmless. 'I Put A Spell on You' ting the entire work out at one time.
I really got Into this CBS MasterIs not on this record.
works' release (produced by wonBREAD (Elektra EKS-74044) is der boy J, W. Guerlco: Chicago
a session of three L, A. studio cats, Transit, Illinois Speed Press,
heavily Influenced by the LA- Buckinghams, Blood Sweat and
Country thing. So this album sounds Tears), and think anyone who aplike a neat hodge-podge of Buffalo preciates good tilings will, too,
and Youngbloods, Nice harmonies Copious notes by the man himself
and tasteful playing. However, are provided in a rare, cohesive
Bread lacks punch; and the songs Unlpak, and I'm too tired to describe it any further. Excellent,
don't seem to have a personality of
their own. Incredibly flat and clean Good night,
recording. David Gates, James
Griffin, Robb Royer. (B).
TRULY FINE CITIZEN (Moby
Grape, Columbia CS 9912). A final
disappointment. What was once a
torrid, happy American group has
now been watered down to oblivion.

BY NORTHWEST and Godard's
CONTEMPT are woven Into a fast^
moving tapestry of the scene In New
York. We see people In shops,
theatre lobbies, at parties, on
staircases, at an erotic art show;
people living, but where has their
love gone?
THE OFF-HANDED JAPE (1907)
- A arecent film by Robert Nelson,
a comic San Franciscan film
maker. A synopsis — ""r. Otis
Bird and Hutch Babad, at tho
bidding of Robert Nelson and William Wiley (off Screen) demonstrate many common Japes." In
reality, an instruction film for all
of you out there who need practice
in polishing your jape technique.
What's a jape? Well, don't ask me,
just come and see.
OH, DEM WATERMELONS
<196c5 - the most well known film of
Robert Nelson and certainly his
funniest. What's It about? Watermelons and watermelons and
watermelons and wliatyoucandoto
watermelons, like eat 'em, kick
'em, destroy 'em, run ovor 'em,
blow 'em up. . . but then, maybo
It Isn't about watermelons at all.
SCORPIO RISING (11)03) -perliap.s the best known film to emerge
from the NAC. This masterpiece by
Kenneth Anger (whoso been making films since the forties) Is for Its
short length one of tho complex dud
powerful ever mtwlo. Where else
have you seen motorcycles, black
leather, Marlon Brando, Christ,
and Hitler mixed together with ijood
old rock n' roll to show the changing
of an astrological age? Anger's own
synopsis: "A 'high' vlewof the Myth
of the American Motorcyclist. The
machine as tribal totem, from toy
to terror. Thanatos In chrome and
black leather. Part One -Hoysand
Holts (masculine fascination with
the Thing That Goes), Part Two Image Maker (getting hl([h on
heroes), Part Three - Walpurgls
Party (cycler's Sabbath), Part
Four - Rebel Rouser (a message
from Our Sponsor),"
AH of this goodness (plus more)
can be had for a mere dollor bill
tonight at 8:30and 10:30In MeCook.
If there is a big enough audience,
Flicker Films will be able to lower
prices and bring more films and
perhaps the film makers themselves to lecture. Your support
could lie the beginning of a cinematic explosion at Trinity,

In Hamlin

A Concert Evokes Hope
by William J. O'Risilly

Hamlin Hall, this past Saturday
evening, was reconstructed into the
style in which It was obviously
conceived. Once again, four musicians met, the same four which
comprised last year's resident
chamber quartet, in a similarly
developed baroque music concert.
For anyone who has ever viewed
Hamlin In any other functional
condition than that which seems
most customary, that is, hashhouse, it meets the eye with a certain classical force, which sends
forth images o£ a certain more
leisurely, artistic, and cultured
era. With a solitary note of the
harpsichord, Hamlin Hall reposed,
content in full acceptance of its
natural prestigious birthright.
Handel, Corelli, and Scarlatti
were the composers of Saturday
evening's selections. The performers, Yosef Synovec, violinist,
Michael Schwartz, flutist, Mary
Lou Isaacson, cellist, and Robert
Gronquist, harpsichordist, seemed
particularly comfortable, indeed
well accomplished in the medium
of the Baroque. Their subtlety and
ingenious musical interpretation
of the unencumbered 17th century
lay decidedly in their accomplished
technical advantage.
Trinity's concert enthusiasts

and the city of Hartford in its
entirety should consider the performance of this past Saturday
evening with artistic sincerity. For
a college, and a city (or the educated thereof) which screams
with remarkable constancy for the
opportunity to attend the performances of accomplished artists,
Hartford's shadows inobviate the
very persons which are so often
sought after. Those musicians, and
there are more, hold the key to
Hartford's intellectual awareness.
All that remains, It seems, tobrlng
this city to Its proper Renaissance
is for those enrolled at urban
colleges In small cities like Hartford to support the natural talent
which tho souls <>[ these artists
possess. And the move, obviously,
must be made with as tittle hesitation as possible, for we are
here, as in life, but for a short
time.
Trinity College should well consider the performance, and the
response of those attending, as a
solitary yet outstanding clue to
the solution of Hartford's sensation paralysis. There is fresh
talent here; there is an audience.
There is still hope for our recovery.
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WRTC to Use Old Cave
For New Lockwood Show

Radio station WRTC will feature
a new talk show this year with
Dr.
Theodore
D. Lockwood,
College president.
The station, which has expanded its facilities into the Old Cave,
will run the program every Monday
from 9:30 to 10:30 p.m.
During the first half hour of
the program, Lockwood will be
questioned by a panel of students.
Regular Panel members will include Kenneth P . Winkler '71,
editor of the TRIPOD, William H.
Reyholds '71, representing the station, and Peter M. Moore '71,
WRTC manager who will serve a s .
moderator.
y
Lockwood will entertain questions phoned into the studio during the second half of the program.

Jerry Jeff Walker, "Mr. Bojangles," will appear in concert Friday,
October 11 in the Field House. He will kickoff a weekend ending with
Sunday's Pete Seeger concert to benefit the Black Scholarship Fund.

Pete Seeger Concert
To Help Scholarships
Frats Sponsor Walker
Jerry Jeff Walker will appear
at a concert/dance Saturday night,
Oct. 11 sponsored by the Fraternity Presidents Council.
The free concert, open only to
««, Trinity students and their guests,
is part of a 'kickoff weekend'
including the first home football
game on Saturday and a Pete
Seeger concert on Sunday.
V The concert will, be held in the
Field House at 7. The Gasoline,
and American Blues Exchange,
two campus rock bands, will also
play at the Walker concert.
David A. dayman, '70president
of Delta Phi fraternity, stated
that the concert was not a public relations move by the fraternities. "We want to bring back
the old good time for everyone,"
«_. he said. Clayman said he hoped
that a successful program on Oct.
11 would prompt other campus or-

Bailey Talk
To Start New
Mead Series

organizations, INCLUDING THE
"STAGNANT"
INDEPENDENTS
COUNCIL, to sponsor similar e vents open to the entire community.
The $1,250 tab for the folkrock singer will be shared equally by each fraternity.
Jerry Jeff is best known for his
song "Mr. Bojangles," whichisthe
title song of one of his three
albums.
. . .
Original plans to hold the concert in the quad were changed
last week. Marc S. Salisch, associate dean for community life, and
the presidents Council feared
possible damage to buildings and
responsibility for minors who
might slip onto the quad umioticed,
fraternity representatives said.

This summer a special faculty
"It's the type of showthatpeople
will feel they can't miss because
committee, formed to find additit won't just report the news, it ional quarters for the station,
will make the news," Moore pre- chose the Old Cave after investdicted.
igating rooms in the Life Sciences
The expansion into the Old Cave Center and Northam.
was necessary because of an inOperating with a budget I n creased lenght of the broadcast
creased from $4,600 in 1968-69
day from 12 to 15 hours, WRTC
to $11,020 this year, the station
Business Manager William J. Mmhas purchased a new transmitter
ard, '70 said.
remote control unit and other techMore estimated that it would cost
nical equipment.
between $20,000 and $25,000 to
Millard said that purchase of
facilitate the Old Cave area. The
the new remote control unity, at a
College, he disclosed, is backing
cost of $1,150, was required by
a fund drive amongst alumni and
the Federal Communications Comthe Hartford community to raise
mission rules.
the money.
The station began the broadEventually, the new area will
cast on Sept. 26 with the a l l be air conditioned to increase comtime top 1000 hits.
fort of the working personnel,
Its second major broadcast was
Moore said.
the Williams football game, Saturday.

The Better
Mousetrap
I

F you want something more than just a stereo console, and
something less than a houseful of electronic equipment, see
the KLH* Model Twenty-Four.
The Model Twenty-Four is a complete stereo music system
that plays records, FM broadcasts, AM too if you wish, plus anything (such as a tape recorder) you care to plug into it. Instead of
looking like a Victorian hope chest or an electrician's-nightmare,
it comes in three compact and unobtrusive walnut cabinets that
slip gracefully into a living room. It won't take up much of your
valuable living space, and it doesn't take a pilot's license to operate.
But what sets it even further apart from other stereo equipment is the level of performance it delivers. It sounds—believe us
—like twice the price. That's why it's the best-selling, most-talkedabout stereo system on the market.
d

SEEGER CONCERT
P e t e S e e g e r , world renowned
folk singer, will give a benefit
concert for the Trinity College
Scholarship Fund on Sunday,
Oct. 12 at 3 p.m., in the Ferris
Athletic Center.
Student tickets for the concert
are available for $3.00 before
Oct. 5. After that date, general
admission is $4.00.
T h e Mather H a l l Board of
Governors, "sponsors of the
concert, had originally contracted
to take 50 per cent of the ticket
sales, but Seeger later raised this
to 60%. The Board expects to net
over $5,000 with a full house of
3,400.
The Sydney Daily Telegraph said
of Seeger, "His particular talent
seems to lie in the ease with which
he strikes up a'complete harmony
of thought and feeling with his
audience."

Dr. Stephen Kemp Bailey, an
authority on government and education, will deliver the annual
Mead Lecture in Government at
8:15 p.m. in McCook Auditorium
- Tuesday, Oct. 7.
Bailey received an honorary degree from Trinity in 1937 and will
talk on "The Politics of Education." This is the first Mead Lec.. ture in government. The annual
Mead series was made available
through the bequest of George M.
Mead.
Bailey is chairman of the Policy Institute of the Syracuse University Research Corporation and
Maxwell Professor of Political
Science in the Maxwell Graduate
School of Citizenship and Public
(Continued from Page 1)
Affairs of Syracuse University. He
was formerly Dean of the Max- very special case," he said and
added that they should not be con"" well School.
In 1950 he was chairman of the fused with other interest groups.
The meeting was adjourned until
Connecticut State Platform Committee. In 1951 he became Ad- Wednesday evening at 10 p.m. so
ministrative Assistant to Senator that, in the words of one senator,
William Benton of Connecticut. In " We can see where the problems
1952 he was elected Mayor of are occurring here and what the
problems are."
Middletown, Connecticut.
Should the Senate fail to dissolve
Bailey is author of many books
on politics, government, and ed- itself before Sunday night, it must
ucation including
CONGRESS fill the seats of the 8 senators who
MAKES A LAW, 1950, which won have resigned. According to the
the Woodrow Wilson Prize of the Senate constitution no position may
be open for more than two weeks.
American Political Science.

Senate

Ask anyone who owns KLH stereo equipment about its pevformance and value. Then seek out the Model Twenty-Four and
judge it critically for yourself.
You won't have trouble finding one in a store. Just follow thAt
well-beaten path.

BOUND IDEAS
TEL. 236-3S7I
20 RAYMOND ROAD
WEST HARTFORD. CONN. 06107

*A TfUBEMARK OF KLH RESEAfiCH AM& DEVELOPMENT COBP,
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LETTERS to the editor
'mayoralty'

EDITORIAL SECTION
September 30, 1969

Black Representation
The Senatorial circus continues. After finally approving the
residence constituency amendment Sunday evening, the Senate voted
to include two black representatives on the new Senate. However, the
Senate must wait one week before it can take action on a constitutional
amendment. The proposal for black representatives can be considered
no sooner than next Sunday.

Undoubtedly, the Senate will affirm its support of the black
representative amendment if it does agree to vote again. But there
seems to be no justification for assigning" two representatives to
Trinity's fifty Blacks. The new system was designed, to providejust one
senator for approximately fifty students. The Senate should examine
the logic behind the black request for two representatives.

To the Editor:
The reaction to may letter tn the
Friday, September 19, TRIPOD has
forced me to clarify my statement
about Hartford politics.
I think that there are new forces
moving. In Hartford the old-line
Democratic machine is being challenged. Its methods of selecting
candidates, dispensing patronage
and administering the city are all
under attack. The old politics is
faltering — but not yet falling. It
needs a strong push.
New-styple . politicians are
emerging. As yet they have not
penetrated the bastions of the City
Council and mayoralty. Hartford's
delegation to the state legislature,
however, contains several such
men. Members of the Democratic
City Committee, especially those
in the North End, are beginning to
throw off their conservative white
leaders.
These people need all the help
they can get. Most face tough challenges from the Party next year.
They will need help from people
who can run a campaign, and there
are few in Hartford with the time,
skill and inclination to do this.
They want intelligent second-level
leaders who can make decisions,
accept responsibility and give advice. Several Trinity students have
aided campaigns in this way. Pete
Grossi, '69, helped run the campaign of the 6th District Democratic candidate for the U, S; House
of Representatives; Tim McNally
did the same in the 1st District.
Other people worked for several
state legislators.
These people don't perform the
traditional volunteer work activities popularized by McCarthy.
They are, in essence, people with
technical skill.

The Senate acted intelligently when it recognized black students as a
potential residence constituency, and not as a special interest group.
Not only was calling for a black dormitory worthwhile in itself, but the
Senate avoided setting a precedent for interest group representation.
The notion of a successful interest group government is chimerical.
It would be impossible to decide which students belong to which
interest, group, and how much representation each interest group
Below is the
deserves. And interest groups change as the issues change no> such (Ed. Note:
portion of the
government could operate effectively when considering the broad range "Procedure"
judicial system proposed by the
of issues facing the Senate.
Trinity College Council. The
accompanying flow chart provides
a graphic explanation.)

The 1909 city election offers
us a laboratory. There are no
leftish candidates,
only a few
liberal Democrats. However, an
active role in these campaigns can
benefit in two ways. First, one can
get an inside look at party politics in Hartford and, of course,
gain intimate knowledge about the
people for whom one works. Such
knowledge is valuable in changing
or disposing of these politiciansthe old principle of "know your
enemy." Second, one can gain the
technical expertise essential to
running a successful campaign, and
get some insights into the "Hartford voter".
T.C.A.C. has fact sheets on most
of the candidates for the mayoralty and City Council, and can help
interested students contact the
right people to work in city campaigns. Stop by our office in 201
Boardman between 10 and 12, 1
and 4 any day.
Bill Searle '70
Trinity Community Action Center

'pullulation'
To the Editor:
The administration, having witnessed a pullulation of offices and
activities which forbodes the financial atrophy of the college, now
would like to set its heavy hand
to formulation of college governance. Why, may one ask, should
a house which cannot order itself
tamper with the organization of
the body politic? It seems to the
humble student that the college
should be governed by the faculty.
Whereas the student body Is a
transient phenomenon and the administration exists solely to
administer policies, the faculty
remains as a permanent and learned body. The faculty is the college,
and the college, by definition, is

the faculty. One wonders that these
distinguished persons have not demanded a more powerful voice in
college governance. One might
think that they would take it upon
themselves to exercise the powers
which reside in them. Humanism
and academic freedom are today
beseiged by ambitious, selfrighteous, unenlightened and destructive factions which sway public and student opinion. It is,
therefore, fitting and essential that
the powers of college governance
be exercized by an enlightened and
disinterested body, Only the faculty
can discharge this duty. Given the
definition of faculty as college, any
other system of governance would
be a travesty of what is natural,
right and necessary.
Philip M. Olarider '71
Armando G. Cuellar '72
Robert A. Whitehead, Jr. '72
Dana Andruslk '72

'Marie'
Hey Guys,
You're alright I Go ahead and
pat yourselves on the lmckl You
may not look like Medieval knights
in armour but some of you act
like them. No not creaky-Chivalrous, I mean. People keep sayltifj
Chivalry is dead, but you guys
are real gontlemenl You're especially good at holding open doors.
Just yesterday guys opened doors
for me five or six times—and I
was only here for one course!
It makes a girl really feel loved.
Also the doors around here are
terribly heavy (especially to Mather) so thanks for saving my arms.
Keep it up, guys, and we'll be
nice to you too.
-Mario
P.S. Who's going to lay his coat
over the puddle for me on the
next rainy day?

Trinity Adjudicative Process
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1. An aggrieved party presents
his case to the Chairman of the
Board of Original Disposition.
2. An attempt, with concurrence
of both parties, is made to adjudicate the case without formal action.
3. If settlement cannot be reached, the Chairman of the Board of
Original Disposition can refuse to

act, ask the Board to consider the
the consent of the accused.
4. If a charge is formed by the
Chairman of the Board of Original
Disposition, the accused can accept
the charge or request a new charge
from the Board.
5. If the accused accepts the
Chairman of the Board's charges,
he may choose to go before the
panel stated in the charge or request the Chairman of the Board
to hear the case.
6. If a decision is rendered by
the Chairman of the Board of Original Disposition, it may be appealed to the panel stated In the
charge.

7. If the Board is requested to
form charges, the accused, if
charged, appars before the panel
selected by the Board of Original
Disposition.'
8. If the panel finds an accused
guilty, the accused can either
accept the decision or request a
hearing by the Appeal Board.
9. If the Appeal Board grants a
hearing, it may drop charges, lessen the penalty, uphold charges and
penalties or refer the matter back
to the panel of original jurisdiction.
10. If the accused Is dissatisfied
with the Appeal Board's decision
he may appeal to the President!

Falling to resolve a conflict between an
aggrieved party and an accused party the
CBOD may:
'

Ac.
accepts

]

*

CBOD to
judge case

Ac. accepts
charge
and Ac.
asks.

With consent of
Ac. charge
Ac.

Ac. appeals
judgment

Panel to
judge case

Ac rejects
CBOD charge

Ac.
accepts

Refuse to act

Ask BOD to
consider

Ac.

appeals to
Board

Key
"Judging"—Includes setting penalty
"Charge"—includes determining panel
"Ac."—accused
"Ag."—aggrieved
"BOD"—Board of Original Disposition
"CBOD"-Chalrman of the Board of Original Disposition
Bold border indicates resolution of case.

BOD charges Ac.

HOD
drops

Panel
judges
case

Ac. appeals
to Board

Ac.
accepts
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Library Ends Outmoded Service Employees Contract
Classification System
Demands Remain Unsettled
by Pat Tuneski

This summer, the College 14All books in the L.C. system are
bary adopted the Library Of C'onon the Main Floor. By using
Service employees and college
. gress (L.C.) classification system
the card catalogue, divided into administrators refused to comin place of the Dewey Decimal
author-title and subject sections, ment this week on the progress
classification.
students will quickly find what they of negotiations over the employee's
"Probably the change can be best
need, Engley said.
recent contract demands.
explained by saying that the more
outmoded the Dewey Decimal system became, the more difficult it
was to use, and the less it delineated the whole expanding world of
knowledge," Donald B. Engley,
College librarian said. For example, sociology was poorly handied under the Dewey system but
was broken up more aptly under
"Taking seriously the student's quirements. The program "is not
the L.C. system," Engley con- agitation for more of a share in the mastery of any specific set
planning his course and increasing of facts but rather reflection and
tinued.
the student's own responsibility" development of critical methods,"
is the philosophy behind the new
the Rev. Allan C. Tull, assoThe L. C. schedules are more religion major program according said
ciate
professor of religion.
complete, detailed and easier to to Dr, Edmund LaB. Cherbonnier
Tull praised the program for its
keep up to date, Engley explained. department chairman.
"focus on the student's interests
Processing books under the L.C.
Each major must participate in a
education by his peers." The
system is less expensive and time Junior Colloquium and a Senior and
department's
is the student's
consuming than the original Dewey Seminar. There are no other re- "acquisition ofgoal
methodology" for
system, he noted.
literary, historical philosophical
"It is a matter of assigning new
and cultural criticism, he said.
classification numbers to the books
Cherbonnier conceded that the
according to the procedures pronew major did not have a "previded by the Library of Congress.
conceived structure." Each stuThe rest of the work is manual or
dent works closely with his faculty
clerical. The book has to be proadviser on an individualized processed -- the card for it has to
gram which must have something
be withdrawn and the book and card
to do with religion, he explained.
Dr. H.McKimSteele, Jr." assisrenumbered. Then the book has to
"The way of learning is probe reshelved and the card refiled. tant professor of history, urged us- vided by the department," Tull
The cost of this operation is esti- ing student power to restructure said, " but what is learned is demated between $1.00 and?1.50per collegiate education in a speech termined by the student."
Monday evening, September 22, bebook," Engley explained.
The lack of requirements for the
The L.C. system is being used by fore 150 parents at South Cath- religion major /will have no bearmany colleges and university li- olic High School.
ing on a student's application to
Steele spoke as a substitute for graduate school, the chairman stabraries and is becoming a standard
for academic libraries. Bowdin and President Theodore D. Lockwood, ted. "They like people to get
Williams colleges are examples of who aggravated a chronic back in- breadth," he said.
two colleges that have' switched to jury and was unable to appear.
Enrollment in two of four secThe administration said that tions of the previously required
the L.C. system, said Engley. In
Lockwood's
injury,
although
painthe advent of an automated library
introductory Bible courses no lonsystem, it may be advantageous to ful, is not serious. He is expec- ger required of majors,
has
be using the L.C, classification ted to recover fully within a few increased 40 per cent Cherbonnier
v
although no one knows for sure, days.
said. .
.
,, ...•..-j-.,i. •;
As' the major faults of college
h e a d d s .
•• -—
• • • - - " ? : • • : ~ —• "•'- :
Programs accepted for the ma. "Also, under the Dewey system, administrations, Steele cited the jor so far include studies of myth
it was necessary to classify every breakdown of communications be- and mysticism and the (non-ranew book individually to fit into our tween officials and students, and tional elements which bring art and
own system. This was expensive the adoption of an "ivory tower" religion together.)
and time-consuming. However, the attitude by the faculty.
Cherbonnier disclosed that tourHe said the " ivory tower" atti- teen seniors and twelve juniors are
National Program of Acquisitions
tude
was
caused
by
a
view
of
and Cataloging administered by the
majoring in religion and that about
Library of Congress provides li- college as "a good life" for fa- one out of five majors goes on to
braries with catalogue card copies. culty members. This leads to the graduate school.
These include the LC classification adoption of a status quo complanumbers which can be used without cency which is out of place in the
TRIPOD
making local changes, Engley modern institution," he said.
Steele held that the majority of
noted.
There will be a TRIPOD
Books will be in two different campus demonstrators seek restaff meeting this evening at
classifications until the reclassi- form rather than destruction.
He urged parents to use per7:15 in the TRIPOD offices.
fication is completed. This will
take approximately a dozen years. spective in dealing with their childAll students interested in
The Library will reclassify the ren, at the same time reminding
working on the TRIPOD staff
them
"understanding
does
not
nenewer books first and then the
are urged to attend.
cessarily
mean
acceptance.
older ones.

Religion Major Stresses9
'Student Responsibility

Parents Hear
Steele Urge
Restructuring

:

A

:

j aiwme

by Michael Zimmerman

The employees have asked for a
sliding basic hourly pay scale,
ranging from $3.70 for custodians
and laborers to 15.18 for skilled
tradesmen such as carpenters,
nainters and electricians.
"When the demands were presented early this month, College
treasurer J. Kenneth Robertson
said the proposal was "impossible," adding that "they've asked
for everything here but the kitchen
sink, but where does it come
from?"
The approximately 80 janitorial
and maintenance personnel are
represented in the contract talks
by the Service Employees International Union, AFL-CIO. The union
was certified as the official bargaining agent for the workers in
an election held in July.
The third meeting between the
representatives of both sides was
held last Wednesday. Representatives of both sides declined to
comment because they were fearful of impeding the progress of the
talks.
Harry O. Bartlett, assistant to
the president and the College's
principal representative in the dis-

cussion with the union, said "it
really is not possible to comment" on the negotiations and their
progress "at this time." He continued that "I know this sounds
evasive, but it really isn't. There's
just nothing to really report at
this time." Bartlett did say that
the talks were still in "the discussion stage." No formal negotiating has yet taken place.
Riel S. Crandall, director of
buildings and grounds, Jose M,
Calhoun, a member of the law
firm of Shipman & Goodwin, the
College's attorneys, and Robertson are also representing the ColWhen reached for comment on
the progress of the meeting with
the union, Calhoun termed the
problem "fluid buisness," and refused to discuss it with the TRIPOD.
Hal Alpert, international organizer for the Service Employees
International Union, refused to
comment "at this stage of things.''
He did, however term the union's
demands "entirely reasonable,"
and added that he was optimistic
about a "fruitful" settlement. ;

Yoga Class Scheduled
At Ferris Athletic Center

There will be an introductory
class in Hatha Yoga given by Ishwara Futral of the Integral Yoga
Institute on Wednesday at 4:00
p.m. in the visiting team complex
Of the Ferris Athletic Center.
Admission is one dollar. Hatha
Yoga Is one part of Integral Yoga,
as taught by Yogiraj. Sri .Swami.
Satchidananda, founder of institutes in San Francisco, Paris, and
Lausanne, Switzerland^ as. well as;.
one in Canton, Connecticut. Futra,! ,.
is a disciple of the Swami. \
'
"Integral Yoga," according to
literature issued by :the Institute,
"is a combination of methods designed to develop every aspect of
the individual:physical, emotional,
intellectual, and spiritual. It is a
scientific system which Integrates
the main branches of Yoga in order
to bring about a harmonious development of the individual."
According to the Swami, the discovery of the cosmic, consciousness, or Brahman, requires the
transcendence of the body's limitations. But for this transcendence
to occur, says the Swami, the body
must be brought into harmony
with the intellect and emotions.

Swami Satchidananda

The Athletic Department is considering the possibility of granting
physical education credit in the
next quarter for a course in Hatha
Yoga. The full course would cost
fourteen dollars. v
. •Interested students can,-meet
Futral at 3:45 in the'lobby of
McCook Auditorium.
Bathing- suits are recommended
attire and three-piece suits,
according to Daniel Zitin '70 (a
disciple of Futral), "are out."
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by Alexander J. Belida
Henley is the oarsman's Mecca, a source ol inspiration lownrds
which thousands of crews launch their shells daily. Henley is al.so the
oarsman's Jerusalem, the culmination of a pilgrimage made by only a
select lew. Above all, Henley i.s Nirvana, an ecstatic stale of being that
flourishes each year for merely a week. For throe Trinily crews, 5if
foreign entries, and 171 British entries, Henley became an unparalleled
experience blending late afternoon practices on a quiet Thames in the
dull green Knglish countrywide, the color and spirit of international
competition, and the delight of Hipping Champagne, 1'iinins Cups and
pints of bittern in the highly formal Stewards' Knclosuro as the crews
raced by.
For Trinily College oarsmen, the Henley Royal Regatta was a distant
image that came more clearly into focus each Saturday this past spring
aw our crews rowed ahead to an undefeated .season and a .second place
finish at the Dad Vail in Philadelphia, the national small college
championship, Henley was also like a bad dream that greeted you each
night in June after classes and exams were over and could only be
ridded by the incessant daily chatter of several prep school Henley
veterans describing the color and the tradition of a regatta established
in 1B.-J9.
Most British describe Henley in the same context as Ascot and
Wirnhlelon. Henley is resplendent with immaculate blue and white boat
tents, the Scots Ouard playing "God Save the (Jueen" at the end of a
race day, old school lies and crew blazers, and the flowers of British
nobility non-elialaiitly flaunting their beautiful legs. There is nothing
comparable to it in the United States, nor could there ever be anything
like Henley in America. It is a gathering of traditionalists and purists
who quiver at the over-enthusiasm of Americans, yet cheer on U.S.
crews with aged voices echoing, "Well rower] . . . well rowed."
Correspondingly, Henley is a degnii'ier! battle of wits. None will ever
estimate I he number of times a coxswain turns his head towards the
shore in an effort to catch some opposing crew members or coaches or
members ol the press as they spy on style and capabilities. Nor will any
oarsman ever forget the Thames' version of a drag race, the "brush,"
when two crews square off at the start for a sprint to the quarter mile
[lost or the Barrier, one of the two major landmarks along the shore by
which a crew's progress is measured. Competition at Henley i.s finally
marked by the flash of the colors on each crew's blades and the evenly
spaced whirlpools they leave behind as two shells glide ever so smoothly
down the mile and 5/l(>lh's long course towards a frantic sprint finish
past the elegant Stewards' Knelosuro.
Trinity's first Henley crews an eight, a four and a pair were among
a handful that truly savored both aspects of the regalia. Our blav.ers and
ties were widely acclaimed in even the highest circles of British dignity,
and our competitive spirit was superb. Although Trinity could not
claim title l.o any of the three events our crews participated in the
Ladies Challenge Plate for eights;, the Prince Philip Challenge Cup for

(Continued on l'a^e 7)
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'Henley is a gathering of
traditionalists
and purists* «»*
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The Varsity Eight defeating England's Fitzwiliiam College,

(Continued from Page 6)
fours., and the Silver Goblets and Nickalls' Challenge Cup for pairs-we
could say that it took the winners of those events to eliminate our
crews. The eight, with Steve Hamilton at Stroke and Richard Dale as
cox, defeated three highly rated British crews-Selwyn College,
Cambridge; Fitzwiliiam College, Cambridge, and Durham University-to
reach the final contest in which a Dutch club crew from Amsterdam,
Nereus, won by one lenght. The four with coxswain, stroked by Don
Pugh and coxed by Alex Belida lost in the semi-finals to another Dutch
club crew, Laga, which went on to defeat a New Zealand shell which
included three Olympic Gold Medal winners from Mexico City. The
Trinity pair, Dan Drury and Jim Hubbell. lost in the first round to a
Swiss pair, Bitterli and Fankhauser, who were allegedly unknowns
before the Regatta began and whose strength in the finals could be
' measured by the judges' verdict of "easily" as the margin of victory.
Given Trinity's success at the 1969 Henley Royal Regatta, our
numerous victories in intercollegiate rowing during the past few years,
the continuing participation of high calibre oarsmen, and the
distinguished leadership of our coach, Dean Norman Graf, visitors to
the Bliss Boathouse may pause and give serious thought to a phrase
chalked upon a blackboard—
TRINITY 7 3
MUNICH 7 2

THIS WEEK
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
11:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Blood Drive
Program, Red Cross Bloodmobile, Washington Room
1:30 p.m., Town-Gown Forum,
"The Psychology of the Contemporary Student" Dr. George
Higglns,
Speaker,
Goodwin
Theatre, A.A.C.
4:00 p.m., Crown Investment
League, Alumni Lounge
4:00 p.m., Concert Choir Rehearsal, Garmany Hall
4:15 p.m., Revitalization Corps,
Senate Room
7:00 p.m., Instrumental Rehearsal
Garmany Hall
10:30 p.m., Compline, Chapel

The Eight leaves for its first race.

CBS News watches the Eight after its second-round victory over Fitzwiliiam.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1
Noon, The Eucharist, Chapel
4:00 p.m., Concert Choir Rehearsal, Garmany Hall
4:00 p.m., Non-Western Studies
Colloquium. Wean Lounge
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2
8:15 p.m., Song Recital featuring
Wilbur Reaves, Garmany Hall
12 Noon, TRINITY POLITICAL
SERIES. "Hartford: The Challenge of Today and the Promise
of Tomorrow" Ann Uccello,
Mayor of Hartford, Wean Lounge
4:00 p.m., Concert Choir Rehearsal, Garmany Hall
4:15 p.m., International Students
Organization Coffee Hour to
meet Trinity Students from other
Countries and Talk by Mr. H.
Bacon Collamore on his friendship with American Poet Edward
Arlington Robinson, Trumbull

Moratorium
(Continued from Page 1)
be opposition to the war in Vietnam on the campuses and also in
the nation. As far as this kind
of activity is concerned, we expect
it — however, under no circumstances will I be affected what- ;
ever by it."
The President stated that proposals offering an arbitrary cutoff
in US military presence pose a
threat to the negotiating position
in the Paris peace talks. He admitted, however, that no significant
progress in the negotiations has
been made.
Godell said the belief that plans
for an arbitrary withdrawal date
•would harm the negotiations " p r e sumes that past policies of failure
will succeed in the future." He
noted in a speech before the Senate,
the need for a "workable plan"
to end American involvement in the
•war. "At present there is no visible
pW,Qf this kind, and the assumptions unn«» which the military is
now operating W J U probably keep
fighting for yearss"

Room, Watkinson Library
4:30 p.m., Band Rehearsal, Austin
Arts Center
7:00 p.m., Concert Choir Rehearsal, Garmany Hall
10:30 p.m., The Eucharist, Chapel
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3
7:15 p.m., Hillel Sabbath Service,
Senate Room
8:00 p.m., Mather Hall Board of
Governors Presents —TheEmpire Theatrical Players Production of "A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum, $3.50
Donation, Goodwin Theatr-e,
A.A.C.
8:15 p.m., Italian Film Series,
"The White Sheik" Krieble Auditorium
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4
1:30 p.m., Varsity Football Bates, Away
1:45 p.m., Freshman
Cross
Country - Bates, Away
1:45 p.m., Varsity Cross Country,
Bates, Away
2:00 p.m., VarsitySoccer-M.I.T.,
Away
2:00 p.m., Freshman Soccer M.I.T., Away
8:00 p.m., Film Series, "If I Had
a Million" Kreible A.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5
10:30 a.m., The Eucharist, The
Chapel
1:15 p.m., Newman Apostolate
Mass, Alumni Lounge
2:00 p.m., Trinity College Youth
Orchestra, Austin Arts Center
5:00 p.m., Vespers, Crypt Chapel
8:00 p.m., Trinity College Film
Series^ "Deadly Ray From
Mars", Krieble A. .
MONDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1969
1:00 p.m., Directing Class One Act
Play Production, Goodwin Theatre, A.A.C.
4:00 p.m., Concert Choir Rehearsal, Garmany Hall
4:00 p.m., Faculty Conference,
Alumni Lounge
8:00 p.m., Non-Western Studies
Colloquium, "The Mexican and
Cuban Revolution: A Comparison"-Speaker: Prof. Ruiz, Smith
College, Wean Lounge

Debate
(Continued from Page 1)
predict the Fund will be on its
feet by the end of the present
school year. The Fund doesn't
expect to make a profit from the
Duffey - Buckley programs. Milbank and Kuhn hope that it will
draw publicity for their newly
started Fund,
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Trinity Falls In Opener
Maitland Leads Attack
It was a discouraging afternoon
of football for the large contingent of Trinity fans which made the
trek to Wllllamstown Saturday afternoon, as the Bantams dropped
their season opener to Williams,
20-10, before about 6,000 spectators, The loss ended Don Miller's
hopes for a revenge of last year's
Williams win, as Trinity has not
whipped the Ephmen since 1963.
From the contest's openingplay,
which saw Williams' highly touted
halfback Jack Maitland scamper
62 yards through a host of Bantam defenders for a touchdown,
Trinity was forced to play catch
up ball, while constantly beating
themselves with fumbles and penalties.
Following Maltland's shocking
run and the extra point kick by
Jack Curtin, a flred-up Williams
squad managed to control the ball
throughout the first period. The
Eplis constantly threatened, but the
Trinity withstood continual" pressure to hold the lost team scoreless for the rest of the quarter.
Trin finally began to move In
the second stanza, and a bad Williams snap from center forced a
poor punt, giving the Hilltoppers
the ball on the Williams 22. Two
minutes later, Bantam quarterback
Jay Bernadonl found Mike James in
the endzone on a perfect play and
a Quentln Keith conversion tied
the contest at 7-7.
The Ephmen quickly stepped up
the tempo in the opening minutes
of the third period. A Bantam
fumble on the Williams 12 set
things up for ace Maitland, and
the star Williams back responded
on the next play by smashing
through the Trln line for a score.
The extra point was good, and
Williams led, 14-7.
Trinity countered with a drive
to the Williams 15, which was
highlighted by Dave Klarsis' 52

yard scamper, but it was at this
point that Bantam signal caller
Bernadoni was shaken up. The
drive was stalled, Bernadonl later
returned to the contest, but the fire
seems to have left Trin at this
point.
Bantam kicker Quentin Keith did
come in to kick a 34-yard field
goal, thus narrowing the gap to
14-10, but Williams scored a pair
of field goals itself to ice the
Victory at 20-10.
Trinity was hurt by several factors in the contest. Penalties
played a key role, as the Bants
were constantly pulled back on a
variety of infractions. The Hill-
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toppers showed flashes of brilliance in their running game, with
Dave Kiarsis leading the way, but
Trinity's play was too eratic to
mount a good number of sustained
threats.
Trin will be attempting to get
back on the win track this Saturday when the Bants travel to
Lewiston, Maine to face Bates.
Trinity
9
145
20-12
126
1
5-38.9
3
134
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Williams
First Downs
20
Rushing
301
Passes Att.
22-10
Passing Yardage
126
Intercepted by
1
Punts
6-25.6
Fumbles Lost
1
Yards Penalized
85

Dilemma:

To Play or Not To Play
by Dick Vane

When the scent of autumn chills
the atr, football players around the
country face a difficult decision:
should they surrender the next
three months of their lives to playing football or not? For many Trinity players this year, this decision
was especially perplexing. It was
a decision which demanded a great
deal of thought and time, just like
the sport itself.
Football is a game of sacrifice,
and perhaps the greatest sacrifice
of all is time. This time becomes
Invaluable in comparison to what
the athlete could be using it for
instead of playing football. Ultimately then, the decision is a
priority of time, what one is seeking to gain from using the time for
football, and what one will get by
using his time for other things.

Jeff Kupperman '72 was captain
of the freshman football team last
year. He came to summer camp
early this year in great shape but
decided not to play. For him it
was time priority.
"Playing football is not just giving up an hour and a half a day
during the week for practice and
three hours on Saturday for the
game," says Jeff. "You're thinking
about practice long before you go
out and hit and after it's over
you're often too tired and hurt to
think about anything else. I'dplayed football all my life and it had
become sort of a habit for me to
play every fall. But there came a
time this summer when I realized
that there are more important
things to do than play football. My
grades usually suffer during the
season and I'll have to bring them
up if I want to get into med school.
I miss playing like hell but I have
to think of my future.
Priority of time is not always
the factor in a player's decision
to quit, however. For Sheldon
Crosby, a letterman last year and
a witty Tripod sportswriter this
year, it was a reaction against the
Trinity system of football. "It's
like playing pro football under
Coach Miller," explains Crosby.
"All he cares about is winning and
at a small college like Trinity that
shouldn't be the way. That attitude
took all the fun out of the game
for me and that's why I quit."
Don Viering '72, disagrees completely with Crosby's feelings
about Coach Miller. "I decided to
quit," Don said, "because the
desire you have to have to play
this sport was just not here. But
Coach Miller didn't get mad when
I told him of my decision; he was
very fair and understanding about
It. During the whole time while I
was making my choice he never put
any pressure on lie but tried helping any way he could. I gained
more respect for the athletic department at that time than I ever
had before."
Tom Teller '71, didn't play football last year becaus/2 he felt he
wasn't "mentally prepared." But
Tom decided to play this year.
Said Teller, "I missed playing. I
felt like I was Just hanging around,
not contributing anything1 to the
school. To me, football is a challenge, a challenge to withstand the
pain, a challenge to prove that I'm
better than the guy I face. I missed
the excitement, the contact, the
competition and unique bunch of
people you meet playing the game.
I just had to pr; iiaek."

For John Warmbold '70, the decision boiled down to a matter of
time. Warmbold had been a twoyear starter for the Bantams, but
TRINITY'S SECOND quarter pass rush, led by Pete "'Her, moves past this summer he elected not to go
Williams' line. Also pictured are tackles Dan N i c ^ " ' s a n d Bflt Sartorelli. out for the team. "I suddenly real -

SOPHOMORE QUENTIN Keith about to score Trinity's extra point
against Williams. The kick came after James' second period touchdown,
with Bernardom holding. Keith booted a field goal from 34 yards, and
barely missed a 52 yard attempt when the ball hit the upright.

Ized that this was my last year in contact and brute force. I had to
college, my last opportunity to do sacrifice a lot to play, like a few
the things that I really wanted to • courses and a chance to get updo at school," said John. "I was graded in the air reserve, but I
tired of catching up later in the feel it's worth it because there's
year academically for the work no other sport that can produce the
I'd" put off during the season," John feelings that football produces."
continued, "and I realized that footThere is probably no better reaball wasn't worth that sacrifice be- son for playing foe-Wall than Kermit
cause it wasn't my reason for going Mitchell's, nor a more convincing
to college."
argument against it than Jeff Kupperman's. When you get right down
This is Kermit Mitchell's last to it, the real game of football is
year at Trinity too. But Mitch sees played, by the player against himit as his last chance to play organ- self, in choosing to play the game
ized sports and so, he is going in preference to doing something
through incredible sacrifices to else, in ordering his body to subgrasp this final opportunity. It is mit to the tortures of summer
extremely difficult for this writer practice, in convincing himself that
to express Kermit Mitchell's feel- there is no man alive that can beat
ings as eloquently as he did; how- him. If a player is not willing to
ever, I will attempt it, "I like the give this much of himself, then it's
sport," Mitch explained, "I like absurd for him to try "and play the
the conditioning especially and the game, for then he will not really
contact. Football is a great sport be playing It at all but just going
because it is competition between through the motions, cheating not
men on the most baste level. It's only his teammates but himself as
composed of grit and sweat and well.

Williams halfback Jack Maitland, who scored two touchdowns in
Saturday's contest.

